Alexander the Great
Fiona Beddall
Original | British English
Alexander the Great
has fascinated people since his death more than 2,300 years ago. By the age of thirty he ruled the biggest Empire the world had ever known. This remarkable leader brought civilization to millions and shaped our world.

**Book** 978 | 4058 8206 4 | 72 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4058 7944 6

The Bourne Identity
Robert Ludlum
Contemporary | American English
The man has been shot many times. Who wants to kill him, and why? The man can’t remember. As he begins to learn about his past, he becomes even more confused. Does he have a future? Or will he be killed before he knows who—and what—he really is?

**Book** 978 | 4082 2108 2 | 88 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4082 321 | 8

The Client *
John Grisham
Contemporary | British English
Mark Sway is eleven years old and he knows a terrible secret. He knows where a body is hidden. Some secrets are so dangerous that it’s better not to tell. But it’s just as dangerous if you don’t. So Mark needs help fast... because there isn’t much time.

**Book** 978 | 4058 8209 5 | 72 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4058 7948 4

The Day of the Jackal *
Frederick Forsyth
Contemporary | British English
A secret organisation plans to assassinate the French President, General de Gaulle. Their leader, Colonel Marc Rodin, decides to hire a professional, someone unknown to French police. He and his men choose “the Jackal.” Can police detective Claude Lebel stop the killing and save the President’s life?

**Book** 978 | 4058 8210 | 120 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4058 7949 1

INVENTIONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
David Maule
Original | American English
Inventors are special people. They see everyday objects and imagine something better. Their inventions can help people or destroy them, but only the greatest ideas will change the world. This book will tell you about many of the most interesting and important inventions, from 2,500 years ago to the present day.

**Book** 978 | 4058 8223 1 | 72 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4058 7963 7

The Kalahari Typing School for Men
Alexander McCall Smith
Contemporary | British English
When a new detective agency opens in town, Precious Ramotswe has an unexpected problem — competition! At the same time her assistant has problems of her own. As always, solutions can be found, thanks to the sensible Mma Ramotswe and plenty of red bush tea.

**Book** 978 | 4058 9213 1 | 88 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4082 0891 5

On the Beach*
Nevil Shute
Contemporary | British English
Nuclear war has destroyed all life in the northern countries of the world. Now the deadly radiation is travelling south. In Australia, where people are still alive, Peter and Mary Holmes are trying to live their lives as normally as possible as the radiation comes closer and closer. What can they do? Is this the end of life on earth?

**Book** 978 | 4058 8232 6 | 136 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4058 7972 9

Strangers on a Train*
Patricia Highsmith
Contemporary | American English
Guy Haines is travelling through Texas on a train when a stranger invites him to share a meal. But the stranger has a terrible plan. “You murder my father, and I’ll murder your wife,” he suggests. So begins Guy’s journey into a world of madness, lies and death.

**Book** 978 | 4058 8232 3 | 72 pages
**Audio CD Pack** 978 | 4058 7976 7
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The Diary of a Young Girl*
Anne Frank
Contemporary | British English
It is 1942 in Holland and the Germans have invaded. All Jewish people are frightened for their lives, so the Frank family hide. Life is dangerous but they hope for the best – until they are finally discovered. Anne Frank was a real person, and this is her diary.
Book 978 1 4058 8215 6 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7951 4

The Mosquito Coast
Paul Theroux
Contemporary | American English
Allie Fox hates the United States and he hates the twentieth century. He takes his wife and children to the jungle in Honduras to find a new, simpler way of living. But things go wrong, and their lives become much worse and more frightening than anything back home.
Book 978 1 4058 7664 3 / 72 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7971 2

Teacher Man*
Frank McCourt
Contemporary | American English
When Frank McCourt becomes a teacher in New York, he finds himself standing in front of bored, confused, angry students. Will he fail as a teacher? Or can he use his miserable Irish childhood to help his students? This is the true story of one man’s surprising, upsetting, but sometimes very funny experiences in the classroom.
Book 978 1 4058 8233 0 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7977 4

Evening Class
Maeve Binchy
Contemporary | British English
Thirty people join an Italian evening class. All have their own reasons. Carrie needs to escape from an unhappy home life; Lou has criminal intentions. Aidan and Signora have organised the classes. All their lives are changed forever.
Book 978 1 4058 8215 6 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7954 5

Murder on the Orient Express
Agatha Christie
Contemporary | British English
A train journey from Turkey to France is delayed by thick snow. So when a passenger on the train is found murdered in his bed, it is the perfect opportunity for Agatha Christie’s famous detective, Hercule Poirot, to prove his ability and solve the crime using the power of his brain.
Book 978 1 4058 9214 8 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 0892 2

The Mirror Crack’d from Side to Side
Agatha Christie
Contemporary | British English
When Miss Marple complains of feeling old and helpless, her doctor jokingly suggests that she needs a murder to solve. Then there is a death in the village. Is it murder? Did the right person die? Suddenly, Jane Marple has a new interest in life.
Book 987 1 4082 3168 5 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4082 6130 9

The Time Machine
H.G. Wells
Contemporary | British English
When a guest on a train in 1897 tells Dr. Moreau that the future is time travel, Dr. Moreau decides to travel back in time. Along the way, he meets the mysterious “Mr. Future” and learns of the dangers of a world without limits.
Book 978 1 4058 8209 5 / 96 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7966 8

Gone with the Wind Part One*
Margaret Mitchell
Contemporary | American English
In the antebellum South, Scarlett O’Hara is a strong-willed woman who defies societal norms to pursue her own happiness. Her life is forever changed when she falls in love with Rhett Butler, a wealthy planter.
Book 978 1 4058 8220 0 / 80 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7965 1

Gone with the Wind Part Two*
Margaret Mitchell
Contemporary | American English
In the post-Civil War South, Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett Butler must navigate the challenges of Reconstruction and rebuild their lives in a new world. Scarlett, now with a child, must learn to live as a widow.
Book 978 1 4058 8221 7 / 80 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7964 4

 klassics

1984
George Orwell
Contemporary | British English
In a dystopian society, Winston Smith is a member of the Party, which controls every aspect of society. He begins to question the Party’s control and becomes involved in a rebellion.
Book 978 1 4058 6241 7 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7970 5

Macbeth
William Shakespeare
Shakespearean | English
In this tragic tale, Macbeth seeks power and 屬于om, leading to disastrous consequences. His wife, Lady Macbeth, plays a key role in his ambition.
Book 978 1 4058 6243 1 / 72 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7976 9

The Merchant of Venice
William Shakespeare
Shakespearean | English
In this play, Antonio is a wealthy merchant in Venice who lends money to Bassanio, the son of a merchant. The Merchant of Venice tells the story of the trials and tribulations of these two men.
Book 978 1 4058 8227 9 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7960 6

The Picture of Dorian Gray
Oscar Wilde
Contemporary | English
In this novel, Lord Dorian Gray is a handsome young man who makes a pact with his artist friend Jack Silver to use the picture of his true self instead of the picture of his face. As he becomes older, the picture of his face becomes uglier, while he remains handsome.
Book 978 1 4058 8229 3 / 88 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7975 0

Three Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Arthur Conan Doyle
Contemporary | English
In this collection, Sherlock Holmes solves a series of crimes, including a robbery, a murder, and a mystery involving a poker game.
Book 978 1 4058 6242 4 / 80 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7978 1

The Canterville Ghost
Oscar Wilde
Contemporary | English
In this short story, the Canterville Ghost haunts his castle, terrorizing the inhabitants. When a new family moves in, the ghost finally decides to leave.
Book 978 1 4058 6512 8 / 80 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7961 3

The Doll’s House and Other Stories
Henrik Ibsen
Contemporary | Norwegian
In this collection, Ibsen explores the themes of marriage, womanhood, and the role of women in society through various short stories.
Book 978 1 4058 8213 2 / 72 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7963 2

Emma*
Pride and Prejudice
Jane Austen
Contemporary | English
In this novel, Emma Woodhouse is a wealthy young woman who matches herself with others. Her life is changed when she meets Mr. Elton and Mr. Knightley.
Book 978 1 4058 8214 9 / 80 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7964 4

The Time Machine
H.G. Wells
Contemporary | British English
In this novel, the time traveler Alexandel the Great, a retired professor, creates a machine that can travel through time. He envisions a utopian future, but his experiments have unexpected consequences.
Book 978 1 4058 8216 0 / 80 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7968 0
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